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Beautiful and
inspiring views!
We are fortunate to be able to
see the sea from our head office
in Verkebäck near the town of
Västervik on Sweden’s Baltic coast. Today it is minus 13
degrees Celsius and the ice has
begun to form. The sky is blue
with a few streaks of pink cloud.
It’s easy to be inspired with such
a view before our eyes.
Low temperatures can sometimes be a challenge. When
I went to plug my car into its
electric socket, I could not get
it to charge. While there can be
several reasons for this, what
struck me is the importance
of having product verification
to ensure that products meet
all customers’ demands and
expectations. But it is not always
obvious what are the demands
and what are the expectations
for a particular product.
By working with demands in
a structured way plus having
a highly committed sales team
who try to understand what
expectations you have from us
as our customer, it is our ambition always to meet both your
demands and your expectations.
Unfortunately, we sometimes fail,
and then it is important to learn
from the mistakes and add that
new knowledge to our continual
improvement work.
Finally, I would like to
congratulate Ski Team S
 weden’s
cross-country team on its
progress this winter. I hope that
our involvement has helped the
waxing team to
succeed in its
efforts.

Rikard Larsson
Managing Director

0 TO 400 KM/H
IN ONE GEAR

Koenigsegg has a focus on temperature in its product development.

A big challenge for the car manufacturer Koenigsegg is heat.
Or to be precise, getting rid of it.
“The enormously high engine power output creates a lot of
heat, which must be dealt with in a safe and efficient way,”
explains Christer Flodman, head of the prototype department.
EVEN IF the Swedish company Koenigsegg is one of the car world’s niche
series manufacturers, the company is at the extreme forefront in terms of new
technology.
Many elements are developed and manufactured in house, from the hyperefficient V8 engine to the brakes, side mirrors, and patented transmission.
As this article is being written, the company is producing its Regera model but
it will soon be joined by Jesko, Jesko Absolut and Gemera. All of them are super
sportscars, or megacars, as Koenigsegg prefers to call them, because all of them,
including the previous model One:1, have over a megawatt of engine power.
Regera is being produced in a limited series of 80. All of them have found
buyers. The model is a hybrid, which distinguishing characteristic is the absence
of a transmission. Instead, Koenigsegg has developed the world’s most powerful
Hydracoup, which can handle a torque of over 2,000 Nm. It is assisted by three

electric motors with a combined power
equivalent to 700 bhp for consistency.
The V8 engine with twin turbos
produces 1,100 hp on E85 bio fuel.
The engine accepts fuels from 91
octane and up as well. The Regera
is capable of producing a combined
power output of around 1500 bhp with
a torque of up to 2000 Nm.
The same Koenigsegg Direct Drive
(KDD) Transmission is being used
in the upcomimg Gemera, which is
Koenigsegg’s very first four-seater.
Other innovations can be found in
the electrical systems. Koenigsegg
is the first car manufacturer to use
an 800 V battery system in a series
production car. The advantage is the
ability to use thinner wiring and smaller
components, which saves on weight
and space. The car can run solely on
electric power but the electric motors
main job is in acceleration where it’s
able to go from 0-100 km/h in just 2.8
seconds.
Regera met with huge interest
when the model was launched. One
person to have test driven it and
praised it is comic and programme
host Jay Leno, known for his keen
interest in cars, which is manifested in
his own Y
 ouTube channel and the TV
programme Jay Leno’s Garage.
Leno asked Koenigsegg’s founder
and CEO, Christian von Koenigsegg,
what was the point of eliminating the
transmission.
“We save weight by cutting out
the transmission. The weight from the
electric motors and batteries is mini-

mal compared with a conventional car
with a transmission and combustion
engine,” was the reply.
All these technologies generates
heat, which must be cooled. Regera
has a special cooling system for its
transmission, electric motors and
converter from direct to a
 lternating
current. The impressive outlet that
looks like an exhaust at the rear
actually discharges heat from the
electric drive.
As such, temperature measurement is of great importance in the
development work. Koenigsegg has
been cooperating for many years with
Pentronic, which supplies temperature
sensors and calibration services.
“The collaboration works really well

and we buy many sensors from
Pentronic,” Christer Flodman says.
Customised sensors that meet
the car company’s high demands
are required.
“The more the power increases,
the higher are the demands for
robust sensors,” says C
 hristophe
Zaninotti, Sales Engineer at
Pentronic.
Finally, a word of praise from Jay
Leno to all the world’s engineers.
Prior to the test of Regera on
YouTube, he introduced Christian
von Koenigsegg and said:
“As a programme host I’ve met the
world’s biggest stars but my real
heroes are engineers.”

Koenigsegg Gemera.

With its revolutionary Direct Drive transmission, the Regera is an
unconventional hybrid capable of extreme performance.

The Gemera’s development engine running on Freevalve system
prepared with temperature sensors.

EXPANDED SUSTAINABILITY WORK WITHIN THE GROUP
The industrial group Indutrade, of which
Pentronic is a part, works to create long-term
value. It believes that sustainability issues are a
driver behind developing the group’s companies
to generate sustainable and profitable growth.
INDUTRADE’S sustainability strategy represents a

shared commitment, which the businesses within the
group c
 ontinuously develop and improve in a way that is
economically, environmentally and socially responsible.
Indutrade has three key focus areas: employees, the
environment and profitable growth – with objectives for
2030 set for each area. To achieve these goals by 2030,
Indutrade will use measurable key figures that will be
followed up and evaluated annually.
Indutrade has signed the UN’s Global Compact sustainability initiative (UNGC), which serves as the framework for
the group’s sustainability work. In doing so, Indutrade commits to working with and following the initiative’s ten principles for sustainable development in human rights, labour
conditions, the environment and anti-corruption.
With more than 12,400 companies as signatories based
in more than 160 countries, the UN Global Compact is
the world’s largest strategic sustainability initiative for
companies.“Here at Pentronic we like the fact that the group
has a targeted focus on sustainability,” comments Managing
Director Rikard Larsson. “We believe that a sustainable
business model is a prerequisite for long-term growth.
“Our ambition is to be a leader in the creation of
environmentally beneficial and energy-efficient solutions
for our customers and to create a safe and stable work
environment for our employees.”
Pentronic’s sustainability contributions and initiatives
include enabling customers to return used products to

Pentronic for the recycling of noble metals. This promotes the responsible use of natural resources with
the extra advantage of cost savings. The company’s
accredited laboratory is also working with resource reuse,
in that sensors and instruments are recalibrated and
reused instead of being replaced. Another example is
that Pentronic monitors work-related injuries and makes
systematic efforts to improve the work environment of
all its employees. Pentronic has also set targets for the
increased sale of products and services to projects in the
area of sustainability and the environment.
“We are continually working to reduce our use of
chemicals that are harmful to the environment and
health, and to increase the efficient use of resources in
our production,” says Pentronic’s Quality and Environmental Systems Manager, Josefin Knutsson. “One of our
most recent projects to reduce the climate impact of our
business is that we have installed charging stations and
begun acquiring cars equipped with hybrid technology.”

STRAIGHT FROM THE LAB

QUALITY CONTROLS
& COMPARATIVE TESTS
RECURRING QUALITY CONTROLS are both necessary

and important, and in many cases they are a requirement for an accredited
laboratory.
Clause number 7.2
Selection, verification and
validation of methods in
ISO 17025:2018 describes
a number of different
procedures for verifying one’s
methods.
“Of these procedures,
calibration comparisons
are the type of method that
works best for us,” explains
Andreas Holm, manager
of Pentronic’s accredited
calibration laboratory. “In
a calibration comparison,
several independent labora-

tories measure the same object
and their results are then compared.”
Together with internal quality controls, Accred. no. 0076
Calibration
these ISO controls are an important part
ISO/IEC 17025
of the laboratory’s quality a
 ssurance
programme. Recurring comparisons are a good way
to monitor the quality of the measurement results and
to enable the laboratory to improve over time. This
method is also the most important control for c
 hecking
whether the estimated measurement uncertainty is
correct.
“We aim to participate in at least one such
calibration comparison within a four-year cycle for
most of our different calibration methods,” Andreas
continues. “As part of this goal, this February we
participated in an interlaboratory comparison that
involved measuring a system with instruments and
their peripheral sensors in the range of -70 – 420 °C,
and then the results were compared with those of other
laboratories in Sweden and other European countries.”
On the topic of quality controls, he adds that Sweden’s
national accreditation body, Swedac, recently did a
remote audit of Pentronic’s accredited laboratory with
good results.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
EFFICIENT DATA LOGGER
WITH GRAPHIC DISPLAY

Pentronic presents a replacement for our customers’
previous faithful servant, the Daqpro 5300.
The HIOKI LR 8431 is a 10-channel data logger with
isolated input channels, making it extra suitable for
measuring with thermocouples at high temperatures.
This super-fast and efficient unit has a graphic display
and built-in battery, allowing it to operate fully independently
for several hours without being connected to a computer.
The data logger is suitable for measuring and monitoring
in R&D contexts in medical and vehicle technology and in
metal manufacture. For example, it can be used in measuring temperature consistency in furnaces and in monitoring
refrigerators, freezers and storage spaces. Another example
is to use it when monitoring cold chains for vaccines. The
resulting data can easily be transferred to a computer via a
memory card, USB stick or USB cable. If you use cable, up
to five units can be connected to the same computer. The
built-in memory can save approx. two million measurement
readings. Comes with Windows software.

OPTIMISE YOUR PRODUCTION PROCESS
WITH NDC’S NEW SERIES 9 MOISTURE
AND FAT CONTENT GAUGE
The new Series 9 NIR gauge from NDC helps you
to meet requirements for both product quality
and efficiency targets. Its predecessor, the 710e,
was popular in the food industry, among others.
This is the replacement, with 25 times more
data capacity than its predecessor and unsurpassed measurement performance. Its highly
polished, cast 316L stainless steel casing makes
it hygienic and easy to clean. The instrument is
encased in accordance with IP67.
This moisture and fat content measuring
device is used in the production of such snacks
as chips and cheese puffs, breakfast cereals and
other granules. It is also suitable for measuring
moisture in pharmaceutical manufacturing as
well as in the production of pellets, wood chips

and sawdust.
NDC have also developed a new display unit
with a high-definition 10inch touchscreen. It is easy
to use and makes it simple
to operate the device. The
device can store up to 12
hours of data and has an
inbuilt tool for calibration
adjustment.

Image of the new design for
lens air purging.

A new display with a 10-inch
touchscreen is also available as an
accessory.

NEW MEMBER OF THE PENTRONIC TEAM
Oscar Riis began his job as an HR generalist
with us on 19 January. Oscar originally comes
from G
 amleby, some 20 kilometres northwest of
Västervik, but was based in Småland for some
years. During that time, he obtained his bachelor’s
degree in human resources and occupational
science from Linköping University and gained work
experience in HR issues at Person Invest and the
Swedish Tourist Association (STF).
Most recently Oscar comes from a job as HR
coordinator with STF in Abisko, Lapland.
In his spare time Oscar enjoys outdoor activities
such as skiing and climbing.
We welcome Oscar to our team here at Pentronic.
If you’d like to join us, you are always welcome to
contact Oscar.
Oscar Riis, HR generalist.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
THROUGH OBSTACLES
according to curve B shown in the
QUESTION: When we inspect hot
figure. This temperature change
water pipes, we sometimes have to
normally happens very rapidly. Heat
estimate the water temperature. Usutravels from the pipe to the sensor
ally there is no sensor installed where
by conduction and from the s ensor
we have to measure. By measuring
to the surrounding insulation by
the pipe’s surface temperature, we
conduction. The heat transfer in the
can estimate the water temperature.
steel pipe and the sensor also occurs
However, company policy does not
by conduction.
permit us to remove the insulation
The temperature reduction of
and measure the pipe’s surface
the pipe’s surface is caused by the
temperature. To take our measurethermal load resulting from the senments, we therefore usually use a
sor. The change is due to factors
handheld indicator with a sheathed
such as the geometry and thermal
thermocouple, which we insert in
properties of the pipe and the sensor.
through the insulation. How good is
Curves C and D in the figure show
this measuring method in practice?
						 the temperature at the corresponding
points in the sensor. Accordingly, the
				Elis B
temperature measured by the sensor
depends on where the temperature
ANSWER: It is always complicated
detector is located inside the sensor
to measure the temperature of a
body and what the physical contact
surface, and the difficulty increases
is like between the sensor and the
if you must use handheld sensors.
pipe’s surface. The measurement
In this case, it is even more comerror resulting from Pos 2 is greater
plicated because you cannot see
than that from Pos 1. The design of
where and how the sensor touches
the sensor tip is one of the factors
the pipe. The total heat transfer
influencing the measurement error.
coefficient on the pipe’s inside surSpecial sensors are available for
face is very high and the pipe wall is
measuring surface temperatures.
made of steel. This means that when
One complication in this particuthe water velocity is normal and the
lar case is that you cannot see the
pipe is well insulated, the difference
measuring position when you insert
between the temperature of the hot
the sensor in through the insulation.
water and that of the pipe’s surface
In some cases, there is also a
is very small.
contact
resistance, for example an
The pipe’s undisturbed surface
oxide
layer,
between the sensor and
temperature is assumed to be TA.
the pipe. The contact resistance inWhen the sensor comes into contact
fluences the heat flow to the sensor
with the pipe, the temperature of the
and thereby the surface temperature
point of contact changes in theory
reading. The contact resistance
depends on factors such as how you
Temperature, pos 2
hold the sensor and the pressure
between the sensor and the pipe.
TA
A
If the pressure and point of contact

B

Tambient

C
D

D
C
B
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Tamb
Time
The temperature as a function of time at
the different positions shown in Figure
2. Note that initially the sensor’s point
of contact (B) very briefly adopts the
surface temperature TA.

Pos 2

Figure 2. Pos 1. The correct perpendicular application of the surface temperature sensor. Pos 2. Other angles than
the perpendicular cause the sensor’s
point of contact (B) to briefly adopt the
surface temperature TA. The measuring
junction (C) remains colder than (B).

QUESTION

ANSWER

Questions should be of general interest
and be about temperature measurement
techniques and/or heat transfer.

An example
of a sensor that can
be installed before the
pipe system is insulated.
Art.7907000.

vary then the temperature will also
vary. The reason for the temperature
variations you mention can therefore
depend on both the measurement
method used and the person taking
the readings.
In summary, when you use a handheld sensor to measure a surface
temperature you must always expect
to get a measurement error. The error
is caused mainly by the measuring
method but also by how the measuring is done. During signal processing, damping functions are usually
used, which normally suppress the
initial temperature variation. In most
cases the instrument therefore
indicates the situation after the brief
transient state.
This measuring method is useable
when you have to do a “rush” job
and do not have very high demands
for accuracy. In most cases, you
also know what the approximate
temperature should be. When
measuring at several positions along
the pipe, it should be the same
person who does the measurement. You thereby avoid having the
measurement result vary according
to who is doing the measuring.
Many factors influence the measurement error, and it is therefore difficult to comment on the size of the
error. With this type of measurement,
you must therefore always be very
careful when assessing the measurement result. If the water temperature
varies rapidly, this method should
be avoided. When higher accuracy
is required, you must build a conventional sensor installation. If it is
difficult to remove the insulation to
install a temporary sensor, you can
install some surface sensors (such
as Pt100s) before the pipe system
is insulated. You can then connect
the sensors at a later date to mobile
measurement equipment in order to
measure the temperature.
If you have questions or
comments, contact Professor Emeritus
Dan Loyd, LiU, dan.loyd@liu.se

NON-CONTACT TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT – PART 1
Using an IR pyrometer for temperature measurement is becoming increasingly common.
However, to avoid the risk of large and unnecessary measurement errors, knowledge is required
about the radiation pyrometer’s function and properties.
In this first of two articles about non-contact temperature measurement with IR p
 yrometers,
we will review some underlying concepts. In the next article, which you can read in the
upcoming issue of Pentronic News, we will also look at some special measurement solutions for
pyrometers and what sort of things are important to keep in mind.

THE IR PYROMETER IS BEST AT
COMPARATIVE MEASURING

To start with, it is important to
understand that a radiation pyro
meter is seldom suitable for measuring a single, absolute temperature.
The strengths of IR pyrometers
are to be found in processes with
continual and comparative measurements. An example is a fixed
installation where influencing factors
such as the material, temperature
level, wavelength, surface properties, and angle of incidence are
very similar on each measurement
occasion. Even if the absolute level
of the temperature deviates from the
actual one, you will get repetitive
values, which can be used to steer
the process. Handheld pyrometers
for low temperature use can be
utilised in a similar way, for example
to discover inadequate pipe or wall
insulation, overheated cabling and
similar situations.
FUNDAMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

A radiation pyrometer measures
the thermal energy which all bodies
with a temperature above absolute
zero radiate within the infrared (IR)
wavelength range, normally within
the interval 0.7 – 20 µm. Industrial instruments are built for the
measuring ranges between approx.
-50 and 3000 °C but no single
instrument e
 xists for the entire
measuring range.
In principle, a pyrometer consists of a detector which measures
the incoming thermal radiation.
Unfortunately, not all incoming
radiation stems from the object’s
surface temperature. In addition to
the radiation emitted from the surface, there is reflected radiation from
heat sources in the surroundings,
and in some cases also transmitted
radiation through the object, such as
when you measure plastic film. The

detector senses the total radiation
within the wavelength range.
THE ε FACTOR

The emission factor (ε) is the
relationship between the object’s
stated temperature radiation
and the given thermal radiation
of a non-reflecting body (called
a black body) at the same temperature. A black body emits only
its own thermal energy. In contrast, most shiny metals have a
low self-radiation and also reflect
the temperature radiation of their

Reflected

Emitted
Transmitted

Detector

The pyrometer senses the sum of
the emitted, reflected and transmitted radiation. For measuring purposes, only the emitted radiation is of
interest. Shielding and the choice of
wavelength can reduce reflection and
transmission.

s urroundings. The factors influencing the emission factor of a surface
are: material, temperature, wavelength, surface properties, and
angle of incidence.
The most common situation
is that the pyrometer is used to
measure surfaces that are not black
bodies, that is, they have the emission factor ε < 1.
When we measure materials with
low emissivity, our measurements
are very sensitive. If a surface has
ε = 0.12 and the pyrometer is set at
ε = 0.1, you will get a measurement
error of tens of degrees depending on the object’s temperature.
The relative difference is a full
20%. In addition, situations of low
emissivity are highly sensitive to
reflected radiation. For example, if
you try to measure the temperature
in a refrigerated room and aim the
pyrometer at the stainless steel wall
opposite you, the pyrometer will
mostly detect the reflected radiation
from your body and will display too
high a temperature.
In the next issue of Pentronic
News we will examine solutions and
adaptations that can be done for
measuring materials with a low or
varying emission factor.
WAVELENGTH RANGES

The IR radiation from an object
to the pyrometer normally passes
through air containing a greater or
lesser proportion of water vapour.

There are a number of wavelength
bands between 0.7 and 20 µm in
which the radiation is minimally
dampened in the water vapour.
Depending on what type of material
you want to measure, and on the
pyrometer’s intended temperature range, you can improve your
measuring processes by selecting a
suitable wavelength range.
From this it is clear that any
one individual pyrometer cannot handle all measuring tasks.
Handheld u
 niversal pyrometers for
temperatures under 500 °C often
use the wavelength range 8 – 14 µm
whereas for higher temperatures
narrower ranges are normally used
with shorter wavelengths. By selecting a wavelength range you can
optimise the IR pyrometer for the
application. The table to the right
gives some general guidelines for
common applications.

Wavelength
(μm)

Material

0.85 - 1.7
125...2500
2.0 - 2.7
250...2500
2.0 - 4.5
100...1200
3.43 ± 0.15
80...350
5.7 ± 0.1
40...400
6.8 ± 0.1
50...400
7.93 ± 0.15
0...400
8.05 ± 0.15
0...400
3.9 ± 0.1
200...2500
4.9 - 5.5
100...2500
7.5 - 8.2
0...2500
4.26 ± 0.13
300...2500
4.5 ± 0.1
300...2500
4.66 ± 0.1
300...2500
5.3 ± 0.1
300...2500
8 - 10
0...1000
8 -14
-50...1000
8 - 20
-50...1000
9.6 - 11.5
-50...200
			

Metal, semiconductor, ceramic
Metal, glass, ceramic
Metals
Plastic film
Plastic film
Plastic film (PE etc)
Plastic film (polyester, PVC etc)
Plastic film and ceramic
Glass, measuring through gases
Glass
Glass and ceramic
CO2 gas
CO and CO2 gas
CO gas
NO gas
Thick film, ceramic
General measuring
Low temperature high resolution
Through the atmosphere at a far 		
distance

The table gives examples of the optimal
wavelength ranges for various m
 aterials.
Reliable measuring is best done with
instruments chosen and installed for the
right application.

You are welcome to contact
Pentronic’s sales team for advice on
suitable products and solutions.

PENTRONIC’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Temperature sensors		
Temperature transmitters		
Temperature indicators		
Dataloggers		
Temperature calibration services
Moisture and thickness monitors
GFM Glass flow meters		

Tmin ...Tmax
(°C)

Connectors and cables
IR pyrometers
Temperature controllers
Temperature calibration equipment
Training courses in temperature
Flow meters
Electro-optical test systems
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